
Mountain Haven 
After years of living in the big city, a couple finds the peaceful life in the North Carolina 
mountains. 
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After three decades living and working in the Washington, D.C., suburbs, John and 
Betty Hlavka found their slice of heaven in the mountains of western North Carolina. 
The couple found an ideal spot, at 3,000 feet elevation, with the perfect “long view” 
they’d always dreamed of.  
 
The couple exchanged the bustle of the D.C. metropolitan area for the leisurely life in 
Murphy, North Carolina, an idyllic small town located “two hours from everywhere,” 
including Asheville, Atlanta, and Knoxville, Tennessee, John says. Now, the couple has 
easy access to bluegrass concerts, and John—who is now retired—plays his guitar 
in weekly “jam sessions” in the community. 



 

“We picked out this lot in a day,” says Betty, who is a legal secretary. “We knew this 
was the perfect spot for a log home. And living in Murphy, you don’t feel as much 
tension as in the city, especially when commuting to work. It’s very relaxing and totally 
different.” 

The couple’s log home, located just south of Great Smoky Mountain National Park, sits 
atop Hibbert Mountain, at approximately 3,000 feet above sea level, near Hiwassee 
Lake and the Hiwassee Dam. The couple’s longtime dream of living in a log home 
prompted them in 2005 to check out a log home show in Virginia. That set in motion 
their plans to build their own log home.  

“There’s just something about a log home—I can’t put my finger on it, but it’s just 
comfortable,” John says. “Sometimes you move into a new house, and it’s not very 
homey. But you can move into a log home, and the day you move into it, it’s very 
comfortable. You don’t have to get used to it—it’s like you’ve been there a long time 
already.” 

Produced by Cedar LogSystems of Colorado Springs, Colorado, and built by Gilbane 
Construction Co., of Murphy, the Hlavka home is constructed out of 10-inch round cedar 
logs—a species known for being dimensionally stable and resistant to insects, rot, and 
decay. The building system includes mortise and tenon corners that resemble saddle-
notch corners, but “unlike saddle notch, our mortise and tenon system doesn’t have to  



 

 

be caulked or chinked,” says Charles Knight, owner of Cedar LogSystems. With this 
system, the corners are secured with 12-inch Assy® screws, he adds. 
The Hlavkas’ roof system is conventionally hand-framed in the center, vaulted with 
tongue-and-groove beams underneath. The two wings off each side of the great room 
are conventionally trussed with aspen ceilings.  

During the planning stages and before the blueprints were drawn, Knight flew out to 
North Carolina to meet the Hlavkas on their one-acre lot to get a feel for the property. 
Doing so allowed Knight to determine the best design that would meet the Hlavkas’ 
specifications, as well as maximizing their stunning view across the Hiwassee Lake to 
the Unicoi Mountains. 

Although the Hlavkas admit they aren’t big entertainers, they’ve enjoyed every square 
foot of their spacious home, which actually ended up being a little larger than the 
couple originally planned. When selecting a design for their retirement retreat, the 
Hlavkas wanted an open floor concept, space for Betty to enjoy using her laptop 
computer and watching sports on TV, and a workshop to accommodate John’s hobby of 
building and flying RC model airplanes and repairing old clocks. The couple also has a 
loft with a large sitting area, a large office (which also could be a bedroom), and a 
guest suite.  
For the Hlavkas, the most important design element was to have plenty of windows that 
would allow them to enjoy their view. Although log home designs often incorporate a  



 

fireplace between two expansive windows in the great room, the Hlavkas asked Knight 
to move the fireplace off to one of the side walls, eliminating any obstructions to their 
view of the Unicoi Mountains in the distance.  

“We didn’t want the fireplace sitting in front of our view, so it’s off to the side,” John 
explains. “That way, when we look out our windows, there’s nothing in the way. Charles 
put in as many windows as he could and still maintain the integrity of the structure.” 
 
 “The house has a ‘wow’ entry,” Knight adds. “When guests walk in the front entrance, 
they’re standing inside looking toward all of the windows and the front end facing an 
awesome view.” 

The Hlavkas used drywall on some of the interior walls to break up the natural wood 
tones, along with plenty of stone accents—including the fireplace and a stone archway 
separating the great room and dining room. Although the fireplace is built out of 
cultured stone, the archway is constructed out of dry, stacked natural stone from a local 
supplier. The floorplan makes efficient use of space.  

“It’s a well-designed house with no hallways,” Knight says. “It’s a great use of space—
instead of having hallways, everything connects through a main room so you have no 
wasted space. Hallways are the biggest waste of space you can have in any house.” 



 

 

The couple also incorporated outdoor spaces, including an outdoor firepit and a deck 
that extends along the entire front (view side) of the home. Since landscaping isn’t 
among their favorite leisure activities, the couple hired a local nursery to put in native 
plants along the steep hillside in front of their house that require little upkeep while 
blending in with the natural setting. 

For prospective log home owners, John recommends taking time to research the 
different log home companies and the various options available. Though the process 
can become overwhelming, the Hlavkas agree that it’s important to find a log home 
producer and builder you trust and feel comfortable with. They were especially grateful 
that Knight was on-site overseeing the first week of log stacking, showing his 
commitment to making sure they were satisfied. Now the couple looks forward to 
enjoying their retirement years in a relaxing, retreat-style setting. 

“People ask us, ‘What do you do down there?’” John says. “I’m very happy sitting on 
my porch and watching the bark fall off the trees. Everything we like is nearby. You just 
can’t beat it.” 
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